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Growth front morphology of a thin film formed by physical vapor deposition is controlled by many
factors including surface diffusion and shadowing effects. Instabilities can occur if shadowing is
more dominant compared to other surface effects and can lead to many diverse physically
self-assembled three-dimensional nano-size structures. In this article, we explore the fundamental
nucleation and growth mechanisms of the nanostructures during oblique angle deposition. Monte
Carlo simulations were carried out to predict the island density, island size distribution, and island–
island correlation during the initial stages of growth. The results were compared to that obtained by
the oblique angle sputter deposited tungsten films imaged by atomic force microscopy and scanning
electron microscopy. Isolated islands with quasiperiodic distribution were formed as a natural
consequence of the shadowing effect. Isolated columnar structures are shown to grow on these
islands and the widthW of the columns is predicted to grow as a function of column lengthd in a
power law form,W;dp, where the exponentp is between 0.3 and 0.5. The predictedp is consistent
with the experimentally determined exponent values for growth of column widths from a variety of
materials such as W, Co, Cu, and Si. The exponent values calculated from a derived continuum
equation were also consistent with the experimental results. ©2004 American Vacuum Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Oblique angle deposition technique1–6 ~also known as
glancing angle deposition! can generate nanostructures re
tively easily and has attracted the interest of many resea
ers. In oblique angle growth, one modifies the substr
holder of a typical deposition system to be able to rotate
tilt. Due to the shadowing effect, the incident particles o
material that come to the surface with an oblique angle
preferentially deposited on the top of surface features w
larger values in height. This preferential growth dynam
gives rise to the formation of isolated nanostructures. Fig
1~a! shows an example of silicon columnar structure o
tained at a large oblique angleu585° ~measured from the
surface normal! with substrate rotation and imaged by sca
ning electron microscopy~SEM!. Many nanostructures o
technological interest~besides columns! can be obtained by
simply controlling the deposition angle, deposition rate,
tation speed, and material specific parameters such as su
diffusion and crystal plane effects. Figures 1~b!–1~d! show
some other three-dimensional~3D! geometry such as nano
springs and nanoballs, which were recently fabricated in
labs.

In 1959, Young and Kowal1 realized the fabrication of the
first thin film helicoidal bianisotropic mediums. Using
physical vapor deposition technique, they deposited a ti
columnar thin film, while simultaneously rotating the su
strate about an axis normal to the substrate. In 1989, thin
retardation plates of various ceramics were produced by

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
karabt@rpi.edu
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tohiro and Taga in oblique incidence electron-beam evap
tion experiments.2 In this work, the birefringence propertie
of obliquely deposited, tilted columnar and zigzag shap
films were investigated, and favorable conditions for the f
mation of high retardation, low opacity quarterwave pla
were identified. Shortly after, Azzam proposed a method
producing chiral thin solid films to be used in quadran
detector ellipsometers.3 The viability of the oblique angle
deposition technique was first demonstrated by Rob
et al.,4 who used SEM to show a variety of many interesti
nanostructures. The nanostructures created with obli
angle deposition were studied for their optical,1–3,7–11

mechanical,12–14 magnetic,15–17 structural,18,19 and
electrical20 properties. Nanostructures made for photon
crystals,21,22 field emitters,23,24 thermal transport/barrie
layers,25,26and thermal layers in microchannels27,28have also
been investigated. The fabrication of periodic structures w
achieved by using regularly spaced seed elements
colloids29 or pillars30,31 as starting template surfaces.

Although the oblique angle deposition with substrate
tation can fabricate very attractive structures full of intere
ing physical properties, there has been little detailed w
reported on the study of the growth dynamics. Moreover,
published theoretical studies were mostly for the cases o
substrate rotation, which basically produced slan
columns.32–41 Vick, Smy, and Brett42 created~211! Monte
Carlo ~MC! simulations that included both substrate rotati
and surface diffusion effects, and has been used to calcu
the root mean square roughness of columnar interface
addition, Smyet al., using a ~211! MC simulator, which
included surface diffusion and substrate rotation effects, s
il:
17784Õ22„4…Õ1778Õ7Õ$19.00 ©2004 American Vacuum Society
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cessively obtained nanostructures of spring, column, and
zag shapes that are qualitatively similar to experimen
results.43 Suzuki and Taga also used a~211! MC simulation
method to predict the effective surface area of nanostruct
with various shapes.44

This article aims to analyze quantitatively the growth d
namics of oblique angle deposition in much more detail, a
present an overall understanding of the growth process.
growth regimes studied cover the deposition times from v
early stages of island growth to later stages of colum
structures. One may expect that, at initial times, the isla
are mostly two-dimensional~2D! and the nucleation mecha
nisms are quite different compared to that of normal an
deposition.45–47 The shadowing effects can introduce inte
esting results, in particular, about the island size distributi
island density, and island–island correlation. As the dep
tion proceeds, we expect a transition from 2D island str
tures to three-dimensional~3D! columnar structures@see Fig.

FIG. 1. SEM cross-section images of some nanostructures obtained b
lique angle deposition. All nanostructures are made of silicon.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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2~d!, for example#. The surface morphological images of c
lumnar films, which seem to have a characteristic colum
column separation, inspire an investigation of the existe
of wavelength selection~periodicity or column–column cor-
relation! and its relation to shadowing effects. Also, simil
to the well known scaling behaviorj;t1/z of correlation
length j ~typical feature size in lateral directions! with
growth time t and dynamic exponentz48 during a typical
normal incidence deposition, a similar scaling rule likeW
;dp can also be sought between the average column w
W and column lengthd.49

II. EXPERIMENT

Two experimental setups were used for the oblique an
depositions:~1! dc magnetron sputter deposition and~2! ther-
mal evaporation. Experimental details were given in Ref.
Both systems included computer controlled sample tilt a
rotation ~;30 rpm!. Tungsten films were deposited by ma
netron sputtering, and silicon, cobalt, and copper films w
grown by thermal evaporation. The deposition angle was
to u587° for W and 85° for Si, Co, and Cu depositions.

A. Power law growth of columnar width

In Figs. 2~a!–2~d! we show the cross sections of SE
images of representative Si, Co, Cu, and W films. As we
see from these images, after an initial nucleation of islan
the dominant columns grow as a function of time while so
secondary columns stop growing. A salient feature of th
columnar structures is that the width,W, of these columns
appears to grow in time, or the length of the column,d. To
study quantitatively the growth behavior of the columns,
plot in Fig. 2~e! the width,W, as a function ofd in log–log
scale. A linear relationship for all the columns is found
this plot for all materials studied. The growth is interpret
as a power law growth with the relationshipW;dp, where
the growth exponentp;0.28– 0.34.49

b-
-
-

FIG. 2. Cross-sectional scanning elec
tron micrographs of isolated nanoco
lumnar structures:~a! Si, ~b! Co, ~c!
Cu, and~d! W. The scale bar is 100
nm. ~e! The average column widthW
is plotted as a function of column
lengthd for the materials studied.
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B. Quasiperiodic nature of surface
morphology growth

The quantitative surface morphology was measured u
contact-mode atomic force microscopy~AFM! ~Park Scien-
tific Auto CP!. The radius of the silicon tip is about 10 nm
and the side angle is about 12°. The scan sizes were
3500 nm2 with 5123512 pixels. We analyzed the quasipe
odic evolution of the nanocolumns by using the method
power spectral density~PSD! analysis. PSD, which is a Fou
rier transform of surface heights, from a discrete height p
file can be estimated as50

PSD~kx ,ky!5
1

NxNy
U (

m51

Nx

(
n51

Ny

z~m,n!e2 imkxDx2 inkyDyU2

,

~1!

whereNx and Ny are the dimensions of a discrete surfa
along thex and y directions, respectively;k5Akx

21ky
2 rep-

resents the spatial frequency with wavelengthl (k
52p/l). Furthermore, for an isotropic surface PSD can
circularly averaged in order to obtain better statistics

PSD~k!5
1

Nk
( PSD~kx ,ky!uk5Ak

x
21k

y
2 , ~2!

whereNk is the number of points at constant distancek, and
the summation is over all points having the same distanc

Figure 3 plots the PSD curves obtained by applying E
~2! to the height data of columnar tungsten surfaces m
sured by AFM. It was observed that the surfaces conta
clear PSD peak of maximum value at a well-defined spa
frequencykmax. The shape of the PSD intensity distributio
which is centered atkmax, sharpens with the increase o
thickness. This reflects the improvement of the quasiperio
nature of the growth morphology. The shift of the PSD pe
versus thickness is shown as the inset of Fig. 3. The fit to
data reveals that the change of the peak position has an
ponential decay form (kmax;ko1be2ad, where d is the

FIG. 3. Power spectral density~PSD! function curves calculated for differen
thicknesses of tungsten nanocolumns. The peak position corresponds
spatial frequency of the quasiperiodic structure. The inset shows the ch
of the maximum peak in spatial frequency as a function of thickness.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 22, No. 4, Jul ÕAug 2004
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thickness andko , a, b are constants!. This implies that the
spatial wavelength increases with the thickness. On the o
hand, the films deposited at normal incidence did not sh
any clear PSD peak.

III. SIMULATIONS

In order to understand the growth behavior, we use
~211! dimensional Monte Carlo method to simulate t
growth of the columns produced by the oblique ang
deposition.49 The lattice is formed by cubic lattice points an
each incident atom has the dimension of one lattice point
the study of initial stages of growth, the three-dimensio
lattice does not allow overhangs. However, overhangs for
simulations of later stages of columnar growth are includ
The simulations include an obliquely incident flux, substra
rotation, and surface diffusion. We assume a uniform flux
atoms approaching the surface at an angleu. At each simu-
lation step an atom is sent towards a randomly chosen la
point on the surface of sizeL3L. To take into account the
substrate rotation, each atom is sent with a change in
azimuthal angle ofDf degrees from the previous one. Afte
the incident atom is deposited onto the surface, an atom
chosen randomly to diffuse to another nearest neighbor
dom location. The diffusion step is repeated until the
signed number of jumps~D! is made. Then another atom
sent and the deposition and diffusion steps are repeated
similar way. Our simulations typically involved a system si
of L3L3N551235123512 with a periodic boundary con
dition, Df;0.04°, and were conducted for different valu
of deposition angles and surface diffusion hops.

A. Oblique angle dependent growth „diffusion set to
zero …

To see the effects of oblique angle more clearly, we set
surface diffusion rate to zero (D50) for the 2D growth at
initial times. Figures 4~a!–4~c! show plots of average islan
size S ~calculated from islands with sizes.1), island den-
sity N ~cluster of atoms excluding monomers!, and island
size distributionNs ~density of islands of sizes with s.1) at
various deposition angles and coveragesQ. The coverage is
defined asQ5Ft ~F is the deposition rate andt is the depo-
sition or simulation time.Q corresponds to average film
thickness in our case!. Larger island densities and averag
island sizes at small coverages suggest that oblique a
promotes the island formation starting from initial time
This can be explained by the enhancement in island for
tion through the shadowing effect. Shadowing promotes
preferential growth of surface features with greater heigh
This gives more chances to monomers at initial times of
growth to capture incident particles and form islands.
larger coverages, we realize that large deposition angles s
down the coalescence process: island density values
higher@Fig. 4~b!# while average island sizes are smaller@Fig.
4~a!# for larger deposition angles. These islands grow pre
entially in the vertical direction and manage to survive in t
coalescence.

the
ge
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FIG. 4. Average island size~a!, island density~b!, and island size distribution~c! obtained from simulations at various deposition angles and coverages~d!
Island densities are rescaled using shadowing length.
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B. Concept of shadowing length and scaling
in island density

In fact, the shadowing effect explained above mimics
effect of surface diffusion. The only difference is that, in t
case of shadowing, the incident atom is caught before ar
ing on the surface. On the other hand, in surface diffusion
adatom joins the existing monomer or island by hopp
through some distance, known as the ‘‘diffusion length
Therefore, the lateral distance shadowed by a surface ob
which we call ‘‘shadowing length,’’ can play the role of dif
fusion length. We calculated the shadowing length by an
land of heighth as

Lu5h tan~u!, ~3!

whereh51 for monomers.
Amar, Family, and Lam45 and Bartelt and Evans46,47were

able to rescale island densities to become independen
diffusion rates for a normal incidence deposition. Using
analogy between shadowing length and diffusion length,
were able to rescale the island densities asN̂5NLu

1/2 and
Q5QLu

1/2 to become independent of a deposition angle
shown in Fig. 4~d!. This supports the idea that shadowin
and surface diffusion both have similar effects in the mec
nisms of island formation.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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C. Phase diagram of quasiperiodic
wavelength selection

As shown in Fig. 5~a!, stronger PSD peaks start to appe
at larger angles. In addition, the phase diagram in Fig. 5~b!
illustrates that the quasiperiodic morphology becom
clearer at larger angles and higher film thickness. Due to
preferential growth on taller islands, as the growth tra
forms from 2D to 3D growth we can expect to see a simi
wavelength selection for thicker columnar films. Figure 5~c!
plots the PSD peaks for a columnar structure obtained by
simulations that included overhangs and diffusion~see the
inset for a cross sectional view of the representative colu
nar film!. The simulations without diffusion also give rise t
formation of similar wavelength selection@see theD50
curve in Fig. 5~d!# although this case has smaller PSD pe
intensities at similar thicknesses. In addition, the spatial
quencyk of periodicity decreases exponentially with the i
crease of the film thickness@Fig. 5~d!# or decreases linearly
with the increase of the deposition angle through shadow
length Lu;tanu @Fig. 5~a! inset#. Since shadowed column
see no flux of incoming material and cease to grow, the nu
ber density of columns decreases with height that result
larger separations and therefore smaller spatial frequen
Our simulations agree well with the experimental resu
shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 5. ~a! Power spectral density function profiles obtained from simulations are plotted for different deposition angles at the initial stages of 2
growth. The inset plots the peak position as a function of shadowing length, where we usedLu;tan(u). ~b! A diagram showing the wavelength selection
functions of coverage and deposition angle.~c! PSD function curves at later stages of 3D columnar growth.~d! The maximum PSD peak positions in spati
frequency as a function of thickness for 85° incident angle andD50 ~inverse open triangles! andD5300 ~inverse filled triangles!.
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D. Diffusion dependent scaling exponent
for column width

In addition, in order to analyze the evolution of colum
width W, simulations~with overhangs! were conducted for
different values ofD ranging from 0 to 43103. After each
simulation,W as a function of column lengthd is calculated
by slicing the film layer by layer parallel to the substra
plane. The log–log plot in Fig. 6~a! reveals that the simu
lated column widths also have a power law dependence od.
The exponentp at a givenD is shown in Fig. 6~b!. When the
diffusion rate approaches zero,p is found to approach 0.5
With increasing diffusion rates, the value ofp ‘‘crosses over’’
from 0.5 to 0.3. Our experimental values ofp are in between
0.5 and 0.3, but closer to 0.3. We therefore believe that
simulation results are consistent with our experimental m
surements.

IV. ANALYTICAL MODELS

Meakin and Krug reported earlier their theoretical stu
on the oblique angle deposition~u approaches 90°! without
substrate rotation.33,51 Surface diffusion was not included i
their study. They investigated the evolution of column edg
when the columns were cross sectioned through a plane
allel to a substrate. They found that ‘‘cluster edges evo
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 22, No. 4, Jul ÕAug 2004
ur
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according to a growth process reminiscent of the tw
dimensional Eden model, and hence their fluctuations can
described by the well-known Kardar–Parisi–Zhang~KPZ!
equation for a one-dimensional moving interface.’’ Th
identified the surface correlation lengthsjx andjy to be the
column widths in thex andy directions parallel to the sub
strate, respectively. The incident beam on the substrate
the x direction and is perpendicular to they direction. These
column widths were shown to correspond to the correlat
lengths of the~111!-dimensional KPZ interface,52 with jx

;dpx, andjy;dpy, where

px~KPZ!5 1
3 and py~KPZ!5 2

3.

These results are applicable when the substrate stays sta
ary during a deposition. In our case of substrate rotation
would expect W;Ajxjy;Adpx1py5d(px1py)/2[dp, with
the scaling exponentp(KPZ)5(px1py)/25(1/312/3)/2
51/250.50. ~The cross section area of the column is t
product ofjx andjy .) Therefore, only one growth exponen
is required to describe the growth and the structure is s
metric in thex andy directions.

By using a similar argument we can incorporate the eff
of diffusion by starting with the~111!-dimensional model of
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Mullins–Herring ~MH! ~see p. 142 in Ref. 45!. In the MH
model, surface diffusion and noise are the mechanisms
control the growth and would give

px~MH!5 3
8 and py~MH!5 1

4

when the substrate stays stationary during a deposition.
the present case of substrate rotation, we thus have

p~MH!5
~px1py!

2
5

3/811/4

2
5

5

16
;0.31.

Therefore, in the~211!-dimensional oblique angle depo
sition with substrate rotation, we expect the column wid
scaling exponent should cross over fromp(KPZ)50.50 for
pure shadowing with no diffusion top(MH) 50.31 for both
shadowing and surface diffusion.49 In addition, our simula-
tion results agree well with these estimations@see Fig. 6~b!,
dotted lines#. There exists a competition between shadow
and diffusion. Shadowing tends to make columns grow wi
while diffusion forces columns to grow towards the colum
nar axes.

FIG. 6. ~a! Simulated average column widths as a function of column len
are plotted for various diffusion rates. The vertical arrows indicate the
gion used for determining the scaling exponentp. ~b! Scaling exponentp
calculated for various diffusion rates are shown. The dotted lines repre
the predictions from KPZ limit and MH limit obtained by analytic solution
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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In addition to the approach above, we derived a co
tinuum equation to describe the growth of an isolated c
umn’s radius as a function of its height coordinate and ti

]R

]t
5F•g•A11~¹R!21h~z,t !, ~4!

whereF is the flux of a material at angleu, R is the column
radius~as a function of height,z, and time,t!, andh(z,t) is
the noise term. The termg is a shadowing function, equal t
0 at positions along the column that are shadowed from
flux of incoming particles, and 1 elsewhere. The different
term in Eq.~4! allows the growth in a direction parallel t
surface normal. The column may start growing from an i
tial seed element of heightz0 . Note that we set thez axis as
the column height, which is anindependentvariable, and the
x axis as the column radius, adependentvariable. Figures
7~a! and 7~b! show the 2D and 3D interpretations of an is
lated column, respectively, obtained by a numerically cal
lation using Eq.~4! ~with a spherical seed radius520 units,
seed–seed separationl 5200 units, andu585°!.

For a rotationally symmetric column growing from a fl
surface, substitutingR5W/2 and z2z05d ~the height of
initial seedz050 for our case and thereforez5d) into W
;dp we obtainR;zp. Therefore we can extract exponentp
from the numerically obtained columns through Eq.~4!.
Therefore, we calculatedp values for various given column–
column separationsl in the range 100–275 units. The termp
did not change significantly withl, and after averaging, we
obtained the approximate growth exponent valuep;0.37
60.02. This is slightly greater than the experimental valu
p;0.28– 0.34 obtained for various nanocolumns. Howev
if we were to include surface diffusion in Eq.~4!, we would
expect smallerp values. In addition, inclusion of the effect
of an angular spread in incident flux, or an incident ato
sticking probability not equal to 1 may further reduce t
exponent values.

h
-

nt

FIG. 7. ~a! RadiusR of the column is simulated as a continuous, sing
valued function of heightz. ~b! The ~211!-dimensional interpretation of~a!.
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V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have presented a detailed theoret
and experimental study of the growth dynamics during
lique angle deposition. The growth regimes investigated c
ered the deposition times from very early stages of isla
growth to later stages of 3D nanocolumns. It has been sh
that shadowing effect introduces preferential growth on ta
surface heights and therefore enhances the island forma
even in the absence of surface diffusion. The concep
shadowing length has been defined quantitatively and
shown to mimic the effects of surface diffusion length. B
this method, it has been shown that a scaling form exists
the island densities, independent of the deposition angle
cept at high coverages. In addition, the wavelength selec
that gives rise to quasiperiodic morphologies has been sh
to exist during oblique angle growth, which was not o
served for continuous films deposited at normal inciden
We also have shown that there is a scaling relationship
the evolution of isolated columnar width of various materi
with column length. We showed that column width chang
with column length according to a power law with the exp
nent p;0.28– 0.34. It was argued that the growth expon
should cross over from 0.50 with pure shadowing and
surface diffusion to 0.31 with both shadowing and surfa
diffusion. The exponent values calculated from a deriv
continuum equation were consistent with the experime
results and gave further insight to the understanding
growth dynamics. The unique geometrical shapes from
large variety of materials produced by oblique angle dep
tion suggest that shadowing effects can be used as an
cient tool to understand and control the growth morpholog
formed by many other traditional deposition techniques.
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